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FLEX project

 FLEX: FIRE LTE testbeds for open 

experimentation

 Grant Agreement: 612050

 Call Identifier: FP7-ICT-2013-10

 Duration: 36 Months (Starting from Jan 2014)
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FLEX contribution

 Develop operational LTE testbeds using two 

approaches:

 Setup 1: Based on commercial equipment

 Provided by the industrial partners of the project (ip.access

femtocells and SiRRAN EPC network)

 Setup 2: Open Source components

 Developed by Eurecom (OpenAirInterface –

www.openairinterface.org)

 LTE software and hardware will be fully integrated to 

the control and management framework of the 

testbeds.

 Monitoring, RF emulation and mobility (controlled, 

uncontrolled and emulated) frameworks will be 

developed.
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http://www.openairinterface.org/


Experimental Methodologies

 FLEX builds upon existing solutions;

 extends them appropriately for enabling 

experimentation with the LTE resources.

 Using state-of-the-art solutions adopted by most 

of the wireless networking testbeds worldwide.

 Four different methodologies;

 User-friendly experiment control,

 Federation of isolated testbed islands,

 Efficient Monitoring of the experiment variables,

 Mobility functionality.



User Friendly Experimentation

 FLEX adopts the state-of-the-art OMF 

framework.

 Developed by NICTA, used by several other 

projects eg. OpenLab, Fed4FIRE, SmartFIRE, 

FIBRE-EU.

 Distributed design, 

allows for full 

experiment control.

http://omf.mytestbed.net

http://omf.mytestbed.net/


User Friendly Experimentation

 A simple experiment description is enough for 

describing the resources that will be involved 

in an experiment.

 All the complex configuration settings are left 

to the framework to be executed.

 The experimenter just gets access to the 

results, as if he/she would have done by using 

a simulator.

 The experiment has been executed over real 

equipment.



Resource Provisioning

 FLEX adopts the SFA API for easing the “control-
plane” federation among testbeds.

 Adoption of the Broker Entity (for OMF6), 
developed for Fed4FIRE.

 Administering the underlying resources and 
provisioning them to the experimenters. 

 The Broker provides the functions of resource 
discovery, reservation and provisioning through an 
SFA API

http://mytestbed.net/projects/omf6/wiki/BrokerDesig
n, https://github.com/dostavro/omf_sfa

http://mytestbed.net/projects/omf6/wiki/BrokerDesign
https://github.com/dostavro/omf_sfa


Broker Entity Architecture



Federation APIs

 Experimental plane federation of different 
testbeds should be based on standardized 
interfaces among the testbeds.

 Different Resources can be exposed with different 
ways inside/outside a testbed.
 eg. reaching an LTE dongle from a host located 

outside the LTE network

 Tools to provide a standardized interface that will 
allow other actions as well (e.g. monitoring).

 Realized by the FLEX LTErf tool.

http://nitlab.inf.uth.gr/NITlab/index.php/testbed/lte-
experimentation/lte-omf-am-service

http://nitlab.inf.uth.gr/NITlab/index.php/testbed/lte-experimentation/lte-omf-am-service


Monitoring Methodologies

 Adoption of the OML library.



Monitoring Methodologies

 Capturing meaningful parameters and 

visualizing them on-the-fly during experiment 

execution.



Mobility Methodologies

 Two approaches;

 Controlled mobility, with trajectory planning.

 Uncontrolled mobility, with volunteers carrying 

around mobile phones.



Full access to the resources

 Expose the maximum possible configuration of 

the resources.

 Notification of Real Time events directly from 

the commercial equipment.

 Enabling OpenFlow access to the backhaul 

and backbone network.

 Experimenters can handle their data 

generated in the testbed as they like!



Testbeds Involved
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Questions?

FLEX Project Website: http://flex-project.eu

email: info@flex-project.eu

http://flex-project.eu/
mailto:info@flex-project.eu

